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Comment Text :
, --> To ~RC. specifically re9a~din9 Rail SEIS for Yucca Mounta~n

{:AS you see by my email address, I have ~ vested interest, namely, the very
lives and health and well-being of my 4 sons, my 6 grandchildren, and any
future family children. Clnd theirs, and theirs ... A.."1D ALL LIFE ON EARTH.
Newer learnings about nuclear issues, as well as global warming, continue to
support the logical anti-nuclear positio~ inherent in its radioactivity and in
its non-disposability. Your mission sta~ement putting health and safety
secondary and -merit pub11c confidence- a hollow wish last quite well
delineates and recognizes the irresponsible and obsolete technology pursued.

With all the usual failures, falsifications and hazards of nuclear [the nounl,
totally unacceptable is this present usurpation of Native ~merican lands :or
hazardous rail transport of highly and 'eternally' dangerous radioactive
materials. Moreover, shared use of this rail net~ork is foolish risk of tax
dollars, surrounding territory and creatures, and unnecessary continuance of
threat to human life in environmental racism.

Of course, since the Yucca site is 'already filled', the 50 year timeline and
another 50 year monitoring completely mis-states the need for surveillance of
uranium's 4.5 Billion year half-life.

No, the fur:her attempts to 'dispose' of even today's radwastes via new ~ail

transport through Nevada Test Site is unacceptable. ludicrous, unscientific,



bluntly "NO"1
In peacism, firm and confident,

Corinne Carey


